INDIANA UNIVERSITY SOUTH BEND
FACULTY/STAFF PUBLICATIONS LISTS 2007

The following list includes those published items and creative works as submitted by the faculty and staff at IUSB. The list is not intended as a comprehensive list of all works published by IUSB faculty and staff during 2007.

Arts

Michael Lasater

Solo exhibitions


Juried group exhibitions


Susan Moore


**Jorge Muñiz**


**Micheline Nilsen**


**Andrea Rusnock**


**Biology**

**Peter Bushnell**


**Thomas Clark**

Deborah Marr


Kirk Mecklenberg


Andrew Schnabel


Business & Economics

Peter Aghimien

Aghimien, Peter. “State by State Requirements for the CPA License.” Proceedings of Allied Academies International Conference (Fall 2007).


Grant Black


Kiyoun Chang


Murali Chari


Reza Espahbodi


**Mark Fox**


**Beth Kern**


**Brenda Knowles**


**Monle Lee**


**Ying Li**


**Jamshid Mehran**


**Fred Naffziger**


**Norton, Steve**


Larry Philips


Asghar Sabbaghi


Ganesh Vaidyanathan


David Vollrath


Chemistry

Alan Gift


Matthew Marmorino


**Computer Science**

*Raman Adaikkalavan*


*Nicolae Santean*


*Michael Scheessele*


**James Wolfer**


**Liguo Yu**


David Surma


Liqiang Zhang


Dana Vrajitoru


Dental Education

David Douglas


Education

Ni Chang


Marsha L. Heck


Jeremy Linton


Terry L. Shepherd


**Connie Sprague**


**Linda Young**


**English**

**Nancy Botkin**


Botkin, Nancy. *parts that were once whole*. Mayapple Press, Bay City, MI (2007).

**Joseph Chaney**


**Kelcey Parker**


**Gabrielle Robinson**

Ken Smith


History

Benjamin Fitzpatrick

Fitzpatrick, Benjamin. "One Great Market for Bodies and Souls: The Image of the Kentucky Slave Trade in Uncle Tom's Cabin." Proceedings of First Annual Graduate Research Conference, Purdue University (March 2007).

Jonathan Nashel


Isabel O'Connor


Dmitry Shlapentokh


Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “America’s Opium War.” Asia Times (January 19, 2007).


Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “Caucasus Becomes a New Hotbed of Extremism.” Asia Times (September 6, 2007).

Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “Iran’s Practical Nationalism.” Asia Times (June 6, 2007).


Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “Russia’s Foreign Policy Toward Asia.” *The European Courier* (April 12, 2007).


**Library**

*Nancy Colborn*


**Rosanne Cordell**


### Julie Elliott


### Vincci Kwong


### Feng Shan


### Alison Stankrauff

Stankrauff, Alison. “Do You Want an SAA History to be Written in 50 Years that has Missing Information That Could Easily be Provided Right Now?” *The Records Manager* 1:2 11 (November 2007).


### Susan Thomas


Thomas, Susan E. Library Journal Express Reviews. Submitted two reviews in 2007: 1) Sex and Diabetes, For Him and For Her, 2) Raising Baby Green.

Mathematical Sciences

Sanqin Chen


Yi Cheng


Michael Darnel

Zhong Guan


Morteza Shafii-Mousavi


Nursing

Mary Jo Regan-Kubinski


Philosophy

Louise Collins


R. Matthew Schockey


Lyle Zynda

**Physics**

**Jerry Hinnefeld**


**Ilan Levine**


**Rolf Schimmrigk**


**Henry Scott**

Political Science

Elizabeth Bennion


Bennion, Elizabeth. “Sitting Down for Sexual Harassment.” *Women/Politics* **18**:1 22-23 (Summer 2007).

Steven Gerencser


Neovi M. Karakatsanis


Psychology

Frank Fujita


Kevin Ladd


**Dennis Rodriguez**


**Sociology**

**Otis Grant**


**Gail McGuire**


**Scott Sernau**


**James VanderVeen**


SPEA

Leda Hall


Qiang Xu


Women's Studies

April Lidinsky


World Languages

Oscar Barrau


Bridget Fong-Morgan